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Abstract Although the ion temperature gradient along (XGSM) and across (ZGSM) the Earth’s magnetotail,
which plays a key role in generating the cross-tail current and establishing pressure balance with the lobes,
has been extensively observed by spacecraft, the mechanism responsible for its formation is still unknown.
We use multispacecraft observations and three-dimensional (3-D) global hybrid simulations to reveal this
mechanism. Using THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms), Geotail,
and ARTEMIS (Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics ofMoon’s Interaction with the Sun)
observations during individual, near-simultaneous plasma sheet crossings from 10 to 60 RE, we demonstrate
that the ion temperature ZGSM profile is bell-shaped at different geocentric distances. This ZGSM profile is also
prevalent in statistics of ~200 THEMIS current sheet crossings in the near-Earth region. Using 3-D global
hybrid simulations, we show that mapping of the XGSM gradient of ion temperature alongmagnetic field lines
produces such a bell-shaped profile. The ion temperature mapping along magnetic field lines in the
magnetotail enables construction of two-dimensional distributions of these quantities from vertical
(north-south) spacecraft crossings. Our findings suggest that the ion temperature gradient is an intrinsic
property of the magnetotail that should be considered in kinetic descriptions of the magnetotail current
sheet. Toward this goal, we use theoretical approaches to incorporate the temperature gradient into kinetic
current sheet models, making them more realistic.

1. Introduction

The global picture of plasma convection in the Earth’s magnetosphere assumes earthwardmotion of charged
particles from the distant tail region, where shocked magnetosheath particles enter the magnetosphere
[Dungey, 1963]. Dominated by E × B drift in the dawn-dusk electric field Ey, this motion results in particle heat-
ing [Lyons, 1984; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1994] and establishes a temperature profile from the distant tail (where
ion energies are about 1 keV) [Zwickl et al., 1984; Slavin et al., 1985] to the near-Earth tail (where ion energies
are higher than 10 keV) [Wang et al., 2004; Kissinger et al., 2012]. Similar temperature increase along the earth-
ward direction was inferred from the ionosphere [Wing and Newell, 1998, 2002;Wing et al., 2014]. This plasma
temperature’s earthward increase (together with a density increase) provides an earthward plasma pressure
gradient that balances magnetic field tension forces, as illustrated in most existing magnetotail models (see
review by Schindler [2006], and references therein).

As well observed by spacecraft, this plasma temperature nonuniformity exists not only along the tail (in the
GSM x direction) but also in the GSM y (dawn-dusk) and z (across the tail) directions. The dawn-dusk tempera-
ture gradient forms in the near-Earth region and can be attributed to curvature and gradient duskward drifts
of hot ions [Wang et al., 2006; Wing and Newell, 1998, 2002; Guild et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2016a]. Regarding the
temperature nonuniformity in the GSM z direction, the first Geotail results in the distant tail showed that the
ion temperature (Ti) has a distinct bell-shaped profile in the north-south direction across the tail [Hoshino
et al., 1996]: Ti plotted versus Bx—a proxy of distance from the neutral sheet—has a parabolic shape, with
a maximum at the neutral plane, where Bx= 0. Further investigations using Cluster data showed that the gra-
dient ∂Ti/∂Bx is also strong in the near-Earth tail current sheet [Runov et al., 2006; Artemyev et al., 2011]. This
gradient contributes more significantly to the pressure balance in the magnetotail along the z direction than
the density gradient [Runov et al., 2006].

To better understand two-dimensional (2-D) nonuniform plasma temperature profiles in the x-z plane in the
magnetotail, a key question needs to be addressed: What is the relationship between the x gradient and the z
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gradient of plasma temperature? An appropriate approach to doing so is to use a global hybrid simulation
model [e.g., Lin et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2015a, 2015b, 2016a] that describes (1) ion convection motion in a global
scale from the lunar distance to the near-Earth plasma sheet edge and (2) small-scale ion kinetics, which
is important to resolve ion isotropization caused by scattering within the magnetotail current sheet
[Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1994; Kaufmann et al., 2002]. In this study we combine multispacecraft observations
with 3-D global hybrid simulations to explain how the bell-shaped Ti(Bx) profile across the tail is formed
and how it relates to the earthward ion temperature (Ti) increase. The multispacecraft observations are pre-
sented in section 2, and the 3-D global hybrid simulations are presented in section 3.

Comparing the temperature Ti(Bx) profiles from our hybrid simulations to spacecraft observations provides an
additional opportunity to probe distant tail plasma and magnetic field properties using vertical current sheet
crossing by spacecraft. And, indeed, fast magnetotail oscillations [e.g., Sergeev et al., 2006] or current sheet
thinning [e.g., Artemyev et al., 2016a] often brought spacecraft to the boundary of the magnetotail current
sheet, where they measured a cold ion population. If simulations can connect these cold ions with the ion
population in the distant tail, such spacecraft measurements at the current sheet boundary can be used to
probe downtail conditions. We explore this idea in section 4.

Because the ion temperature gradient is an intrinsic property of the magnetotail current sheet, one should
take it into account in current sheet investigations. In most previous kinetic models of the magnetotail cur-
rent sheet, however, the plasma temperature is still assumed to be uniform along and across the tail (there-
fore, in these models, the plasma pressure gradient is assumed to be contributed by the plasma density
gradient, not the temperature gradient) [e.g., Schindler and Birn, 2002; Birn et al., 2004; Yoon and Lui,
2005]. An important exception is the one-dimensional (1-D) thin current sheet model proposed by Sitnov
et al. [2000, 2006] and Zelenyi et al. [2000, 2011] in which a finite population of Speiser ions [Speiser,
1965] supports the plasma temperature z gradient. Generalization of such 1-D models to two dimensions
in the x-z plane, however, has just begun [Sitnov and Merkin, 2016]. No further investigations of plasma
temperature distributions in the thin current sheet have been done. To advance in this direction, in
section 5 we consider theoretical approaches which allow including such nonuniform temperature profiles
in kinetic current sheet models.

2. Multispacecraft Observations

We consider two data sets of spacecraft observations to demonstrate that bell-shaped Ti(Bx) profiles form
simultaneously at different distances from the Earth and represent a ubiquitous property of the magnetotail
configuration. We start this section with a description of data sets and methods and then present our results
from spacecraft observations.

2.1. Data and Methods

For near-simultaneous investigations of the magnetotail at different geocentric distances, we use several
events from the data set collected in Artemyev et al. [2017]. This data set includes events during which
Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) D, Geotail, and Advanced
Relay and Technology Mission (ARTEMIS) P1 (THEMIS B) visited the magnetotail plasma sheet within 2 days.
Each event consists of several crossings of themagnetotail current sheet by all spacecraft. In the current sheet
crossings, we used the magnetic field component Bx as a proxy of the satellite distance to the neutral
plane (Bx= 0): a higher ∣Bx∣means a larger distance to the neutral plane (although the relation is not linear).
The magnetic field was measured by fluxgate magnetometers on board THEMIS/ARTEMIS [Auster et al.,
2008] and by the magnetic field experiment on board Geotail [Kokubun et al., 1994]. Because the
pressure/temperature anisotropy in the magnetotail is weak and almost unmeasurable [e.g., Stiles et al.,
1978; Wang et al., 2013], we use the isotropic ion temperature Ti measured by the electrostatic analyzer
(ESA) on board ARTEMIS [McFadden et al., 2008] and by the low-energy particles (LEP) experiment on board
Geotail [Mukai et al., 1994]. To cover the contribution of high-energy ions to Ti at the near-Earth magnetotail,
we use combined measurements of ESA and solid state telescope (SST) on board THEMIS D [Angelopoulos,
2008]. Figures 1a–1c show three sets of spacecraft orbits for events when THEMIS D, Geotail, and ARTEMIS
P1 probed the magnetotail current sheet within few days. THEMIS D (and THEMIS E, with the very close orbit
to THEMIS D) crosses the midnight magnetotail around x≈ � 10 RE; Geotail approaches the midnight
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magnetotail around x≈ � 30 RE; and ARTEMIS P1 crosses the magnetotail current sheet around the lunar
orbit x≈ � 55 RE.

The spacecraft (THEMIS/Geotail/ARTEMIS) crossed the magnetotail current sheet because of magnetotail
flapping oscillations. Therefore, the duration of the current sheet crossing and corresponding Ti measure-
ments differs for different flapping velocities. To obtain a representative Ti(Bx) profile for each event, we sepa-
rate the Bx range into bins and calculate the average Ti for each bin during the current sheet crossing.

Ion temperature measurements at different geocentric distances by THEMIS D, Geotail, and ARTEMIS P1 pro-
vide a global picture of the magnetotail Ti distribution for several events. To obtain a statistical result, we con-
sider 200 current sheet crossings by THEMIS E, THEMIS D, THEMIS B, and THEMIS C in 2009. Although all five
THEMIS spacecraft were operating in the magnetotail, THEMIS A was located too close to the Earth and
usually did not probe the magnetotail current sheet. THEMIS E and THEMIS D had very similar trajectories;
their current sheet crossings provided almost identical Ti profiles; and they were probing the current sheet
mostly at x ∈ [�12,�9] RE; THEMIS C and THEMIS B were probing current sheet mostly at x ∈ [�14,�30] RE.
Figure 1d shows the current sheet crossing distribution in the equatorial (x-y) plane from our data set. We
use ESA data for THEMIS C and THEMIS B and combined ESA and SST data for THEMIS D to measure
ion temperature.

The near-Earth magnetotail (as observed by THEMIS D and THEMIS E at x≈ � 10 RE) is rather stable; it rarely
experiences flapping motion strong enough that equatorially orbiting THEMIS spacecraft can encounter the
boundary of the current sheet (which is at about Bx≈ 40 nT at this distance). During current sheet thinning,
however, such observations are indeed possible [e.g., Artemyev et al., 2016a]. We use one such event when
three THEMIS spacecraft (D, E, and A) observed current sheet thinning for 1 h at midnight and simultaneously
ARTEMIS P1 observed a flapping current sheet at midnight, x≈ � 58 RE. This event from the Artemyev et al.
[2016a] data set allows us to test our simulation results regarding the connection between ion populations
measured at the boundary of the near-Earth tail and in equatorial downtail region (section 4).

Figure 1. (a–c) Three sets of THEMIS/Geotail/ARTEMIS XGSM-YGSM orbits correspond to the three events shown in Figure 2.
(d) Distribution of current sheet crossings, in the XGSM-YGSM plane, observed by THEMIS spacecraft in 2009, which
corresponds to the statistics shown in Figure 3.
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2.2. Temperature Ti(Bx) Profiles

Figure 2 shows three events of THEMIS D, Geotail, and ARTEMIS P1 observations of Ti(Bx) at different distances
from the Earth. THEMIS D crossed the current sheet at x≈ � 10 RE; Geotail crossed the current sheet at
x≈ � 25 RE; and ARTEMIS P1 crossed the current sheet around lunar orbit x≈ � 55 RE (see also Figures 1a–1c).
All three spacecraft collected sets of Ti at different distances from the neutral plane (i.e., at different Bx). We
plot in Figure 2 Ti versus |Bx| to show measurements at Bx< 0 with those at Bx> 0. Clearly, Ti decreases when
|Bx| increases, i.e., spacecraft observe colder ions at the current sheet boundary than near its center (the
neutral sheet). Averaged Ti(Bx) profiles shown in Figure 2 look self-similar at different geocentric distances,
x≈ � 10 RE, �25 RE, and �55 RE (i.e., renormalization of Ti, |Bx| peak values should collapse all three profiles
observed by the three spacecraft into one). The Ti(Bx) profiles show that the Ti decreases away from the
neutral plane toward the current sheet boundaries is a universal property of the magnetotail current sheet,
independent of geocentric distance.

Figure 2. Ion temperature Ti(keV) versus magnetic field |Bx|(nT), black and grey circles indicate measured data, and colored curves with errors show averaged data:
THEMIS D at x ≈ � 10RE , (grey curve, filled black circles), Geotail at x ≈ � 25RE (blue curve, empty black circles), and ARTEMIS P1 at x ≈ � 55RE (red curve, filled
grey circles). For each averaged profile, we show day (in brackets) and time interval of measurements.

Figure 3. (left) Averaged profiles of ion temperature for THEMIS statistics of current sheet crossings in 2009. Dashed lines show the peak values of ion temperature
for three profiles and corresponding values at the profile collected close to the Earth. (right) Distribution of the fitting parameter α for current sheets collected
at three radial distances.
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Using the current sheet crossing data set shown in Figure 1d, we plot four averaged Ti(Bx) profiles in Figure 3.
Each consists of more than 10 Ti(Bx) profiles collected from individual current sheet crossings. Therefore, the
presented data are statistically representative. The largest plasma earthward temperature gradient is
observed between x≈ � 15 RE and x≈ � 10 RE [see also, Kissinger et al., 2012; Artemyev et al., 2016b].
Comparing Figures 2 and 3, one can see that the Ti(Bx) profiles with a peak at Bx= 0 exist in both individual
crossings at x ∈ [�10,�55] RE and in data statistics at x ∈ [�10,�30] RE.

To characterize Ti(Bx) profiles, we approximate them with a bell-shaped fit Ti= T0[1� α(Bx/B0)
2], where

T0 is the ion temperature at Bx=0 and B0 is the magnetic field magnitude at the current sheet
boundary [Artemyev et al., 2011, 2017]. We obtain B0 from the vertical pressure balance, B0

¼ B2x þ B2y þ 2μ0pi
D E� �1=2

, where the averaging is performed over the entire time interval of the current

sheet crossing, and pi is the ion thermal pressure. The fitting parameter α defines the gradient of the ion
temperature across the current sheet; when α is larger, the gradient in the z direction is also larger.
Figure 3 shows distributions of α for four radial distances. Except for x≈ � 10 RE, where statistics is
not large enough, the α distributions peak at around α≈ 0.5, and have a long tail of large α values.
For x ∈ [�30,�15] RE, we perceive a trend: larger α corresponds to the more distant tail.

3. Three-Dimensional Global Hybrid Simulations

Figures 2 and 3 show that the bell-shaped Ti(Bx) profiles are an intrinsic property of the magnetotail as
observed by multispacecraft. These observations, however, cannot explain how such temperature profiles
are formed in the magnetotail. To address this question, we use a 3-D global hybrid simulation of the
Earth’s magnetosphere.

3.1. Simulation Model

Our 3-D global hybrid simulation model is AuburN Global hybrid codE in 3-D (ANGIE3D) (see detailed
descriptions in Lin et al. [2014, 2017]). In hybrid simulations, ions are treated as particles and electrons
are assumed to be a massless fluid. The simulation is performed in a cubic box in GSM coordinates. The
simulation domain is �60 RE ≤ x≤ 20 RE and �30 RE ≤ y , z ≤ 30 RE. The initial condition is a dipole magnetic
field plus a mirror dipole at x< 15 RE and uniform solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) at
x> 15 RE. The procedure of imposing a mirror dipole field ensures a divergence-free transition from the
constant IMF to the Earth’s dipole field, which is common in many global-scale simulation models of
the Earth’s magnetosphere with solar wind and IMF [e.g., Raeder et al., 1995; Karimabadi et al., 2014]. In
this study, we use solar wind velocity VSW = � 700km/s along the �x direction, solar wind density
nSW = 6cm�3, and temperature TiSW = 10 eV. The IMF is purely southward BIMF = (0, 0,�10) nT. In our simu-
lation we use nonuniform Cartesian grids with a high resolution, Δx=Δy=Δz= 0.15 RE, in the near-tail
region, and the grid size is larger at the other regions, like distant tail. Distant tail has a lower density, thus
a larger ion inertial length; therefore, it is safe to use a larger grid size in the distant tail with ion inertial
scale still resolved there. A total of Nx×Ny×Nz= 373× 217× 217 grids and more than 3× 109 particles are

employed. The main time step for push particles is dt ¼ 0:05Ω�1
i (Ωi based on BIMF). Electromagnetic fields

are updated with subcycling time steps. Ten subcycling steps make up one main step. A cold, incompres-
sible ion fluid assumption is used for the inner magnetosphere with r< 6 RE. The subcycling time scheme
for the electromagnetic field update and the cold ion approximation for the inner magnetosphere are
enormously economical with computer resources. The dayside boundary at x= 20 RE is a fixed boundary
acting as a stationary source of solar wind and IMF. The other five boundaries of the simulation box are
open. The inner boundary is at r= 3.5 RE, where particles are reflected and a magnetospheric-ionospheric
(ionosphere located at r= 1.08 RE) electrostatic model is employed to regulate the electromagnetic fields
at the inner boundary [e.g., Raeder et al., 1995]. For simplicity, we adopt a uniform Pedersen conductance
ΣP= 5 S, and the Hall conductance is set to zero.

3.2. Simulation Results

In the 3-D global hybrid simulation, the magnetosphere is formed self-consistently by interaction between
the solar wind and the geomagnetic field. Well-developed bow shock, magnetosheath, magnetopause,
and magnetotail configurations are obtained gradually, especially after t=800 s (for more details, see Lu
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et al. [2016a]). Figure 4a shows ion temperature Ti(Bx) profiles at different x locations (x= � 15 , � 30 , � 55 RE)
at t= 1430 s. At each x location, all the Ti(Bx) profiles have a bell-shaped feature. For example, at x= � 30 RE,
the ion temperature is about 1.5 keV near the neutral plane and is much lower at the current sheet
boundaries, about 0.8 keV. Note that the ion temperature is higher at x= � 15 RE and lower at x= � 30 RE
and �55 RE. Figure 4b shows more clearly the ion temperature (at the equatorial plane around Bx= 0)
earthward increase from 1.2 keV at x= � 60 RE to 1.7 keV at x= � 10 RE. We also use the parabolic
function, Ti= T0[1� α(Bx/B0)

2], to fit the Ti(Bx) profiles from the simulation. The values of the parameter α
derived from the simulation (see Figure 4) are within the range α ∈ [0.3, 0.7], and α decreases with the
distance to the Earth. Observations shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that α values collected for current
sheet statistics have a non-Gaussian distributions, but a significant population of observed current sheets
is characterized by α ∈ [0.25, 0.75]. Therefore, the ranges of α values derived from simulations and
observations are similar.

Figure 4 shows that the ion temperature has both x gradient and z gradient (indicated by the bell-shaped
Ti(Bx) profiles) in the magnetotail. In Figure 5 the 2-D ion temperature distribution in the x-z plane is plotted.
Ions in themagnetotail current sheet are moving/bouncing alongmagnetic field lines, especially during quiet
time (without ongoing explosive phenomena). To correlate the x gradient and z gradient of the ion tempera-
ture, Figure 6a plots the field-aligned gradient of ion temperature ∇∥Ti which is shown to be small (much
smaller than the ion temperature z gradient ∇zTiwhich is also plotted, see Figure 6b for comparison) and neg-
ligible in the magnetotail. Therefore, in the absence of ∇∥Ti, the vertical Ti(Bx) profile can be considered as a
direct mapping of Ti(x) along the magnetic field lines (note that an assumption of ∇∥Ti≈ 0 is also used for
mapping temperature along the field line from the ionosphere to the plasma sheet [see Wing and Newell,

Figure 4. Ion temperature profiles from the 3-D global hybrid simulation at t = 1430 s. (a) Ion temperature profiles Ti(Bx) at
x = � 15 RE (black), �30 RE (red), and �55 RE (blue) averaged over �10 RE ≤ y ≤ 10 RE. (b) Ion temperature Ti(x) profiles
in the equatorial plane (z = 0), also averaged over �10 RE ≤ y ≤ 10 RE.

Figure 5. Ion temperature distribution in the x-z plane averaged over �10 RE ≤ y ≤ 10 RE at t = 1430 s.
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1998, 2002]). For example, as shown
in Figure 5, at x= � 10 RE, the ion
temperature at z= ± 1 RE is mapped
from x≈ � 35 RE in the equatorial
plane (z= 0), and the ion temperature
at z= ±2 RE is lower and mapped
from farther downtail (x≈ � 50 RE)
in the equatorial plane. The ion tem-
perature’s x gradient (Ti increases
from the tail toward the Earth) results
from ion heating during earthward
convection [Lyons, 1984; Ashour-
Abdalla et al., 1994]. Thus, colder
ions from the downtail region
move/bounce along the magnetic
field lines and bring their lower tem-
perature to higher |Bx| locations.

Figure 7 shows the temporal
evolution of the ion temperature at
(x, y, z) = (�10, 0, 0) RE. At t=1430 s,
the temperature profile is already bell
shaped, with α= 0.32, because of the
temperature mapping along the
magnetic field lines in absence of

field-aligned gradient of ion temperature. At t= 2023 s after reconnection and its resultant structures (e.g.,
dipolarization fronts and bursty bulk flows) start to form in the near-Earth region, the bell-shaped profile
becomes more pronounced (α increases to 0.53) because the central current sheet is heated by reconnection
[e.g., Drake et al., 2009; Hietala et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016b] and earthward moving flux tubes (in observations
usually referred to dipolarization fronts and/or bursty bulk flows) [e.g., Artemyev et al., 2012; Birn et al., 2013;
Lin et al., 2017], whereas the current sheet’s upper and lower boundaries are filled by cold plasmas moving
along the magnetic field lines from the distant tail. After this, the magnetotail becomes more and more
dynamic, with more and more reconnection, dipolarization fronts, and bursty bulk flows formed (for more

details of the ANGIE3D simulation
results of reconnection and its resul-
tant structures, see Lin et al. [2014,
2017] and Lu et al. [2015a], Lu et al.,
2015b]), causing more and more ions
to be energized in the magnetotail
and injected into the near-Earth
region. At t=2488s, the current sheet
is further heated to about 4 keV, and
the bell-shape parameter α further
increases to 0.68. The boundaries
of the current sheet are also signifi-
cantly heated from t= 2023 s to
t= 2488 s.

The ion temperature observed by
the spacecraft at x≈ � 10 RE is about
5–10 keV (see Figure 2 and Artemyev
et al. [2017]), whereas the ion tem-
perature in the hybrid simulations
reaches only Ti≈ 2 keV in the near-
Earth tail (see Figure 4). Because

Figure 6. Ion temperature (a) field-aligned gradient ∇∥Ti and (b) z gradient
∇zTi in the noon-midnight meridian plane (y = 0) at t = 1430 s. The tempera-
ture gradients are in units of keV/RE.

Figure 7. Ion temperature Ti(Bx) profiles at (x, y, z) = (�10, 0, 0) RE at three dif-
ferent times, t = 1430 s (black), t = 2023 s (red), and t = 2488 s (blue).
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reconnection complicates the mag-
netotail geometry (the aforemen-
tioned formation of dipolarization
fronts and bursty bulk flows/flux
tubes, which can further heat the
ions), we plotted spatial profiles
before the first reconnection in the
magnetotail begins. As a result, the
magnetotail ions in the simulation
are rather cold (colder than the
observed ions). As the simulation
proceeds, however, more and more
localized transient reconnections,
dipolarization fronts, and bursty bulk
flows heat the ions and cumulatively
increase the ion temperature (see

Figure 7). Thus, we suggest that the discrepancy between observed and simulated magnetotail ion tempera-
tures would be diminished in sufficiently long time simulations.

4. Probing the Distant Tail From the Near-Earth Observations

Using the simulation results presented in section 3, we plot, in Figure 8, the ion temperature profile Ti(Bx) at
x= � 15 RE with different colors indicating the location of the equatorial origin of the corresponding ion
population. According to this figure, the ions that contribute to the ion temperature measured at
Bx≈ ± 15 nT come along magnetic field lines from the equatorial source at x≈ � 15 RE. Making similar map-
pings, we find that the ions measured at Bx≈ ±30 nT and Bx≈ ± 40 nT originated from x≈ � 35 RE and
x≈ � 55 RE, respectively. These mappings coincide with the statistical results collected by THEMIS (see
Figure 3, the colored circles at the black temperature profile and their corresponding colored temperature
profiles). For example, the red circle indicates that the ion temperature at r ∈ [9, 12] RE when Bx≈ 27 nT is
mapped from the tailward region r ∈ [22, 30] RE in the neutral sheet (Bx≈ 0). We should mention that the
absolute values of ion temperature obtained in simulations (Figure 8) are lower than the observed values
(Figure 3), the discrepancy will be explained in section 6. We focus on comparison of relative values, i.e.,
we consider downtail locations of the equatorial sources of ions contributing to the Ti(Bx) profile measured
at the near-Earth region.

To use spacecraft observations to
verify the above hybrid simulation
results, we need to compare the
ion temperature measured simul-
taneously at the entire current
sheet, in the near-Earth region,
and the distant tail. For this reason,
we use a current sheet thinning
event measured by three THEMIS
spacecraft in the near-Earth tail,
during which intense current,
peaked at the equator, is observed
[see Artemyev et al., 2016a]. The
current intensifies with time,
increasing the magnetic field gra-
dient and causing the spacecraft
to move closer to the current sheet
boundary. Observations of ion
temperature by THEMIS A, THEMIS

Figure 8. Ion temperature profiles Ti(Bx) at x = � 15 RE from Figure 4a. The
color indicates the mapping distance xmap of the corresponding location
in the equatorial plane.

Figure 9. Ion temperature Ti measured simultaneously by three THEMIS
spacecraft at x = � 10 RE and ARTEMIS P1 at x = � 58 RE. All spacecraft are
located at midnight (|y|< 2 RE).
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D, and THEMIS E during this event are shown in Figure 9. All three spacecraft are located at around midnight
(y≈ 0) and slightly separated along the x and z directions. The measurements at different sides of the equa-
torial plane allow us to confirm the general bell-shaped profile of the ion temperature. THEMIS D reached the
current sheet boundary at Bx≈ � 40 nT, where the measured ion temperature Ti≈ 1.5 keV. Figure 8 suggests
that these ions come from the downtail distance at x≈ � 55 RE. At the same time, ARTEMIS P1, near theMoon,
was probing the distant (x≈ � 58 RE) current sheet, also around midnight (y≈ 0). Its temperature profile (see
Figure 9) shows that ARTEMIS at the equator, at x≈ � 58 RE, measured the same ion temperature, Ti≈ 1.5 keV,
as THEMIS D observed at the current sheet boundary (Bx≈ � 40 nT) at x≈ � 10 RE. Therefore, the simulation
results shown in Figure 8 correctly predict the distant tail equatorial source of ions observed in the near-Earth
current sheet boundary.

Comparison of Figures 8 and 9 demonstrates that the hybrid simulations can well describe the magnetotail
configuration within the entire domain, x ∈ [�60,�10] RE. We correctly reproduce the 2-D (x-z) geometry of
magnetic field lines connecting the near-Earth current sheet to the equatorial magnetotail as far away as
lunar orbit. Thus, using both hybrid simulations and near-Earth magnetotail measurements, we ascertain
our expectation that the earthward temperature gradient maps magnetically into (and is thus consistent
with) the vertical temperature gradient. Using this information, it is now possible to construct the plasma
conditions and a realistic magnetic field configuration in the entire magnetotail during quiet times.

5. Theoretical Approaches for Ti(Bx) Modeling

The multispacecraft observations and hybrid simulations presented in sections 2–4 demonstrate that the
Ti(Bx) bell-shaped profiles represent the typical ion temperature distribution in the magnetotail. This distribu-
tion can influence local current sheet properties, such as current sheet stability. Investigation of such proper-
ties requires self-consistent kinetic simulations (using particle-in-cell codes [e.g., Goldman et al., 2016, and
reference therein] or Vlasov codes [e.g., Büchner and Elkina, 2005; Hoilijoki et al., 2017]] with the initial condi-
tions describing current sheets, including Ti(Bx) profiles. However, the majority of present kinetic models are
generalizations of the Harris model [Harris, 1962] with Ti= const. Therefore, in this section, we include the
observed bell-shaped temperature profile in kinetic current sheet models. For this reason, we consider pos-
sible generalizations of simple equilibrium solutions of the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations for current
sheets. We use the approach proposed by Schindler [1972] and Lembège and Pellat [1982], which assumes
that the current sheet is a stationary 2-D (in the x-z plane) plasma equilibrium supported by diamagnetic cur-
rents of ions and electrons. Stationarity and homogeneity of the system along the y (dawn-dusk) direction
provide two integrals of motion: generalized momentum pyα and total particle energy Hα:

pyα ¼ mαvy þ qα
c
Ay

Hα ¼ 1
2
mα v2x þ v2z

� �þ 1
2mα

pyα �
qα
c
Ay

� �
þ qαφ

; (1)

where α=i, e for ions and electrons; qα= ± e is the charge of particles;mα is the mass of particles; vx, vy, vz are
velocity components; and Ay= Ay(x, z) and φ=φ(x, z) are the vector and scalar potential components, respec-
tively. Any distribution function fα= fα(Hα, pyα) then is a solution of Vlasov equation. The standard approach
for constructing equilibrium solutions is choosing such an fα that the corresponding solutions of Maxwell’s
equations (i.e., electric and magnetic fields) satisfy the required spatial distribution (see, e.g., examples in
Schindler and Birn [2002], Birn et al. [2004], and Yoon and Lui [2004]). We choose a rather general form of fα:

f α ¼ n0
mα

2θαπ

� �3=2

exp �Hα=θαð Þg vDαpyα=θα
� �

; (2)

where n0 is a typical plasma density, θα is a parameter defining the thermal spread of the velocity distribution
(effective temperature), vDα is a parameter to determine the particle current density magnitude, and g() is
some finite function. For g= exp(vDαpyα/θα), we obtain the classical Harris solution [Harris, 1962] and all its
2-D generalizations [e.g., Schindler, 1972; Lembège and Pellat, 1982; Tur et al., 2001; Sitnov and Schindler, 2010].
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Zero- and second-order moments (density and pressure) of the distribution (2) can be written as

nα ¼ n0e
�qαφ=TαR ηα; ηαaαð Þ

Pα ¼ θαn0e�qαφ=TαR ηα; ηαaαð Þ ; (3)

where

R ¼ π�1=2 ∬þ∞
�∞ g ηαuþ aαð Þe�u2du; aα ¼ ηα

qαAy
c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2θαmα

p ; ηα ¼ vDα

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mα

2θα

r
: (4)

We use the following normalization of the vector potential and g function: Ay= 0 for z=0 at the chosen x
coordinate and R= 1 for aα=0. The magnetic field Bx= � ∂Ay/∂z goes to a constant at z→ ±∞; thus, Ay~ z
at z→ ±∞. As g is a finite function, we have g→ 0 for aα~ Ay→ ±∞. Therefore, R=1 at the neutral plane
(z= 0), and R→ 0 at the current sheet boundaries (z→ ±∞). These two important properties allow us to
analyze the profiles of particle temperature Tα= Pα/nαwithout specifying g. The simplest model, equation (3),
has a uniform temperature Tα= Pα/nα= θα. In the following, we will consider two generalizations of model (2).
We will assume fα= fα(θα, ηα), i.e., fα depends only on θα and ηα.

5.1. Effect of Background Plasma

Let us consider that the distribution function consists of current carrying particles and background plasma:

Fα ¼ 1� δð Þf α θα; ηαð Þ þ δf α θα;bg; 0
� �

; (5)

where fα is given by equation (2), δ ∈ [0, 1] defines relative density of the background, and θα , bg is the back-
ground effective temperature. The second (background) distribution in equation (5) does not provide any
current, because ηα=0. The two moments of distribution (5) can be written as

nα ¼ 1� δð Þn0e�qαφ=θαR ηαð Þ þ δn0e�qαφ=θα;bg

Pα ¼ 1� δð Þn0θαe�qαφ=θαR ηαð Þ þ δn0θα;bge�qαφ=θα;bg
: (6)

The quasi-neutrality condition ∑αqαnα= 0 has a solution, φ= 0. Using this solution, we obtain the expression
for temperature:

Tα ¼ Pα
nα

¼ 1� δð ÞθαR ηαð Þ þ δθα;bg
1� δð ÞR ηαð Þ þ δ

: (7)

At the neutral plane, where R= 1, we have Tα0 = (1� δ)θα+ δθα , bg, and at the current sheet boundaries, where
R→ 0, we have Tα∞= θα , bg (this expression works for any δ≠ 0, whereas for δ= 0 we have Tα= θα). Figure 10
shows the ratio Tα0/Tα∞= (1� δ)(θα/θα , bg) + δ as function of nα0/nα∞= δ and θα/θα , bg. In the system with small
background plasma density (δ ~ 0.1–0.25), the temperature can decrease significantly at the current sheet
boundary if the background is sufficiently cold (θα/θα , bg> 5). This effect provides a bell-shaped temperature
distribution; thus, kinetic model (5) can mimic the observed properties of the current sheet.

To plot the Tα profile defined by equation (7), one needs to determine the particle velocity distribution (2)
and the corresponding R function. For a Harris-type g= exp(vDαpyα/θα) function, we obtain R~ exp(aα)
~ cosh2(z/L) ~ 1� (Bx/B0)

2 with the magnetic field Bx= B0 tanh(z/L) [Harris, 1962]. Figure 10 shows several
examples of Tα(Bx) profiles for different system parameters. The general shape of Tα(Bx) resembles that
obtained from observations and hybrid simulations. However, independent to the background plasma frac-
tion, δ, the boundary temperature for all profiles equals to θα , bg.
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5.2. Synthetic Distribution

In this subsection we consider the synthetic distribution function proposed by Catapano et al. [2015]:

Fα ¼ f α θα1; ηαð Þ � f α θα2; ηαð Þ þ δf α θα;bg; 0
� �

; (8)

where the last term corresponds to the background plasma. Zero- and second-order moments of (8) can be
written as

nα ¼ n0e
�qαφ=θα1R ηαð Þ � n0e

�qαφ=θα2R ηαð Þ þ δn0
Pα ¼ n0R ηαð Þ θα1e�qαφ=θα1 � θα2e�qαφ=θα2

� �þ δn0θα;bge�qαφ=θα;bg
: (9)

Here, too, the quasi-neutrality condition ∑αqαnα= 0 has a solution φ=0. Using this solution, we rewrite
equation (9):

nα ¼ δn0; Pα ¼ n0R ηαð Þ θα1 � θα2ð Þ þ δn0θα;bg: (10)

Equation (10) shows that the proposed solution has a uniform plasma density, whereas the plasma pres-
sure Pα has the same profile as in equation (6). The main difference between equations (10) and (6) is
that the plasma pressure across the current sheet for distribution (8) comes entirely from plasma
temperature variation

Tα ¼ Pα
nα

¼ R ηαð Þ θα1 � θα2ð Þ=δþ θα;bg: (11)

Two conditions must be satisfied for distribution (8): θα1> θα2 and the background density should be large
enough to exclude the possible negative values of the phase space density. The ratio Tα0/Tα∞ for equation (11)
takes the form

Tα0
Tα∞

¼ 1þ θα1 � θα2
δθα;bg

: (12)

Figure 11 shows how the temperature ratio (12) depends on the background plasma density and tempera-
ture. For a cold background, ratio (12) is large enough, i.e., temperature decreases significantly toward the
current sheet boundary. Comparison of Figures 10 and 11 shows that these two models provide different
ranges of δ: for model (8) we can use a more realistic dense background plasma, whereas model (5) requires
a rarified background. One can consider a more general version of model (8) in which the densities of the two

Figure 10. (left) Tα0/Tα∞ as function of nα0/nα∞ = δ and θα/θα , bg for kinetic current sheet model (5). (right) Profiles Tα(Bx)/θα , bg given by equation (7) for θα/
θα , bg = 5 and different δ.
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first populations are different. In this case, both temperature and density vary across the current sheet [see
Catapano et al., 2015].

To plot the profile of Tα as defined by equation (11), one can use a Harris-type g=exp(vDαpyα/θα) function
for the particle velocity distribution in equation (2). The corresponding spatial distribution of the plasma is
given by function ~ exp(aα) ~ cosh2(z/L) ~ 1� (Bx/B0)

2, with the magnetic field Bx= B0 tanh(z/L) [Harris, 1962].
Figure 11 shows several Tα(Bx) profiles for different (θα1� θα2)/δ values. In contrast to Figure 10 (Tα(Bx) profiles
for Harris model with the background plasma, the shape of Tα(Bx) for model (8) does not depend on the sys-
tem parameters, i.e., only the magnitude of the particle temperature can be changed.

The phase space density distributions of the two models (5) and (8) are also different. Figure 12 shows two
distributions in the (vx, vy) velocity plane. Distribution (5) has a distinct hot (current-carrying) population
superimposed on the cold background population. Similar distributions are observed in thin current sheets
before/after reconnection onset [e.g., Zhou et al., 2009, 2016]. Distribution (8) has an almost symmetrical
hot population with slightly increased phase space density at vy> 0. Such a distribution is often observed
in a relatively thin current sheet [e.g., Artemyev et al., 2009, 2010]. The distributions are plotted in the vx-vy
plane, perpendicular to the magnetic field Bz direction (because these distributions are plotted in the neutral
plane where Bx= 0 and only Bz≠ 0). Therefore, the asymmetry of the ion distributions in the plane corre-
sponds to the nongyrotropy in the perpendicular plane. The distributions are symmetric relative to vz (parallel
direction) and thus do not provide any field-aligned flow. The obtained nongyrotropy is due to the particle
diamagnetic drifts in y direction, i.e., the distributions are asymmetric along vy but symmetric along vx and vz.

Figure 11. (left) Ratio Tα0/Tα∞ as function of nα0/nα∞ = δ and (θα1� θα2)/θα , bg for kinetic current sheet model (8). (right) Profiles Tα(Bx)/θα , bg given by equation (11)
for (θα1� θα2)/θα , bg = 5 and different δ.

Figure 12. Distribution functions (vz = 0 , ux , y = vx , y(mα/2θα)
1/2) for models (left) (5) and (right) (8) in the neutral plane

(Bx = 0), i.e., the distributions are shown in the plane transverse to the magnetic field direction. System parameters are
for model (5) δ = 0.25, θα , bg/θα = 0.25 and for model (8) δ = 2.5, θα , bg/θα1 = 0.25 , θα2/θα1 = 0.25.
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Further comparisons of temperature profiles and velocity distributions in the two kinetic models (see
Figures 10–12) with those obtained from hybrid simulations and spacecraft observations (during quiet times
before reconnection and its resultant structures perturb the magnetotail current sheet) are needed and will
be left to future studies.

6. Summary and Discussion

Using (1) simultaneous THEMIS D, Geotail, and ARTEMIS P1 observations between x≈ � 10 RE and lunar orbit
and (2) statistics collected by THEMIS four spacecraft in the near-Earth magnetotail, we showed that the Ti(Bx)
profiles are ubiquitously bell shaped in the magnetotail. We used 3-D global hybrid simulations to describe
how these profiles are formed. According to the simulation results, in the absence of a field-aligned gradient
of the ion temperature, the Ti(x) profile is mapped along magnetic field lines and forms the bell-shaped Ti(Bx)
profile in the z direction. By ascertaining themapping of the ion temperature alongmagnetic field lines in the
magnetotail, it is possible to use this knowledge to reconstruct two-dimensional maps of these quantities
from vertical spacecraft crossings. The combination of spacecraft observations and global hybrid simulations
demonstrates that the bell-shaped Ti(Bx) profile is an intrinsic property of Earth’s magnetotail that should be
taken into account in kinetic descriptions of themagnetotail. Using theoretical approaches, we have included
the temperature gradient in kinetic current sheet models.

The global simulation results shown in Figures 4–8 were obtained for stable but rather fast solar wind,
700 km/s. Under these conditions, the magnetotail with a thermal ion population forms faster. We performed
an additional simulation run with slow solar wind, 350 km/s. In that case too, although the magnetotail ions
needmore time to establish a quasi-stationary temperature distribution within the tail, bell-shaped Ti(Bx) pro-
files are eventually formed. On the other hand, in the observation shown in Figure 9, the corresponding solar
wind speed varies from 500 km/s to 530 km/s. Although the solar wind speed is different in the observation
and simulations (700 km/s and 350 km/s), they all show the bell-shaped Ti(Bx) profile and the distant tail prob-
ing using the near-Earth current sheet crossings. This shows that although the magnetotail ion temperature
quantitatively depends on the solar wind characteristics, the essential properties and mechanism of ion tem-
perature distribution are not changed by the solar wind.
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